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This is a summary report of a small group of people who met one afternoon to 
discuss trigger processors. The members of the group were A. Erwin. E. Hartouni. 
M. Johnson. J. Lewes. W. Selove. P. Sbepard. D. Summers and P. Wiiwn. 

The trigger processor group spent much of its dm discussing new architcaure’s 
for high rate experiments. There was an attempt to differentiate between data driven 
architectures and the more conventional systems where triggers are divided into a serks 
of levels. This was ttot too successful because most peopk felt that there were elements 
of the data driven architecture in almost all bigger systems -- particularly at the hoot end. 
Tlum are. however. broad divisions that are present in almost every trigger system. These 
are listed in table 1. 

Table I. Definition of the trigger levels. 

Level 1 This is the section of the trigger that is truly dead timekss. Tbe data is 
pipelined witb enough buffers so that no crossing (event in fixed target) 
is IOU. A higgex decision is generated at every croenkg (but dekyed by 
the kngtb or tbe pipeline). 

Level 3 Rccessor farm wilh one compkte event per processor. 
Level 2 Evaythllg in between. 

we also agreed that the lkvelojlment of complex, high rate experimetlts will force 
s.everaI changes in tigger architectures. At high rates. even small amounts d dead time 
per tigger me impomnt. Since the level J system is dead timeless. more compkx 
decisions will be moved to kvel 1. An example of this @cad was given by Peter Wilsca. 
He described the Xtm Fast Tracker (m) for CDF. This device ws data tica the 
Central Tracking Chambex to form epck negmettts at level 1 t&z (about 2 p.) This d+ta 
is used both for level 1 decisions and as input to level 2 pmcuuxl urb as the silkan 
vertex detector. W. Selove and D. Crowto dewxibed a propoe system for . pixel 
de~torthatwould~hirsfromapixeldctectorandfrom~~ItLcvell.Erhgroup 
of pixels is connected to a pmcessor and every prccesaor kc-tedtoitswighbon 
over one of six paths (fax8 of a cube). Processors are stacked in dcptb to farm a pipeline. 
At every crossiog the results from one stage are transferred to tbc next stqe in tbe 
pipelii until the computatia~ is completed. 

The kvel2 is a catchall for everyGig between tbc dead timeless kvel 1 and the 
microplocessor farm. It varies from very simple caIcuktIons in B small fixed tqget 
experbnent m multi element event fitting in a large collidea cxperima Dead titw is vuy 
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important at this level since the calculations often take tens of microseconds. Pipelining 
CM still be used but usually only the smaller, fixed target experiments can use it. E. 
Hartouni described a system for E690 that did not have distinct level I. 2 and 3 structure 
and was fully pipelined. There were enough stages in the pipeline so that dead time did 
not occur until the entire data s&am was blocked. Their event size was only I KB so the 
large number of registers was not prohibitively expensive. There were several 
independent pipelines in the system so their event rejection scheme is more complicated 
than one with distinct levels. Their system had several points in the pipeline where an 
event would hold until the other pipelines caught op. Reject signals would intercept 
events at these paints and discard them. 

When pipelining is impossible. the dead time can be substantially reduced by 
buffering the data from level I. This does not eliminate dead time but it can substantially 
reduce it. Events from level 1 arrive with a paisson distribution. Level 2 processing time 
is usually variable and it typically follows an exponential distribution. Assuming that 
there is only one queue (never really true). there is a simple formula from queuing theory 
that gives the probability that all buffers are full (the system is dead). 

a = (1 - r)r” 

1 - yn+I 

Here. a is the probability that all the buffers are full, n is the number of buffers and r is 
the ration of input rate to output rate. a and r must be less than I. One can use this 
formula to find the input rate for a specitic dead time as a function of the number of 
buffers. Fig. I is a plot of the ratio of the input rate for n buffers to the single buffer case 
as a function of the number of buffers for 10% dead time. It shows that with 8 buffers, 
one can get about 9 times the input rate compared to a single buffer for a 10% dead time. 

An imponant issue in any trigger system is event synchronization. This is usually 
not a problem for level 1 since an event leaves the pipeline at the same time. It is also not 
a problem for level 3 because an entire event is in a single processor. Level 2 can become 
a problem if it uses multiple buffers and multiple data streams and processors. Since 
different level 2 processors proceed at different rates, one does not easily know where the 
event is in a given data stream. One data stream may have a given event in the input 
queue. another will have the event in the output queue and a third may be processing the 
event. There is the further option of aborting all other processors on an event accept in 
one processor or letting all processors proceed to completion before accepting the event. 

There are two ways of handling these multiple streams. One wey is to lock all the 
processors together so that no processor can proceed to the next event until the current 
event is finished. We will refer to this as the locked processor scheme. The second one is 
to let the faster processors proceed on to the next event as soon as they have finished the 
current one. For the case where all processors must run to completion before accepting an 
event. there is no gain in letting one processor to get ahead of another. The throughput 
rate is determined by the slowest element so one should use the locked processor mode, 
For the case where a fast processor can go ahead. there is a gain that depends on the reject 

rate for the fast processor. For large reject rates. almost all events must also be processed 
by the slow processor so it again dominates the throughput rate There is a small gain as 
the reject rate declines because tbe effective rate into tbe slow processor is reduced by the 
ratio of the accept rate to the total rate for the faster processor. This assumes that the 
faster processor eventually gets at least one event ahead of the slow one so that accepted 
events are not processed at all by the slow processor. This gain is quite slow. however, so 
it usually is not worth tbe complexity that this adds to tbe system. 

Highly selective trigger systems are crucial to experiments to measure very rare 
processes such as CP violation in the B system. The rapid development of comercial high 
speed digital signal processors and application specific integrated circuits hold great 
promise for delivering these systems. However, these technologies are very sophisticated 
so successful designs will require good understanding their capabilities by physicistc. 
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Figure I. Rate increase compared to I buffer as a function of the number of buffers for 
10% dead time. This a~swnes a Poisson input distribution and a single stage queue. 
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